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NOTIONS
Marcy Smith finds
comfort in crocheting doilies,
much to her dismay.
Page 3D.

www.newsobserver.com/home
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July’s profile of a well-designed living space
t h e m o n t h Take a look at a photo gallery at www.newsobserver.com, search home&garden.

The Broken China Farmhouse near Trenton, designed by Tina Govan Architect. The interior features simple,
off-the-shelf materials, a design strategy that helps to reduce costs. Where possible, the structure is also the
finish, including exposed concrete floors with embedded radiant tubing.

the kitchen

PHOTOS BY TINA GOVAN

The Home of the Month series is a collaborative effort with the N.C. State University College of Design through its Home Environments Design Initiative. Featured
homes, selected by an expert panel, highlight the benefits of good home design and represent the diversity of homes and home renovations designed by North Carolina
architects. The stories, written by faculty, graduate students and alumni of the School of Architecutre, bring to light the exemplary attributes of each home. Our goal
is to offer inspiration and knowledge that can be applied to your living space.

Farmhouse is simple and smart
BY PATRICK R AND

the project

CORRESPONDENT

a

farmhouse should not be hard to understand. This one has a meditative quality throughout the quiet, honest interior. It is sited ideally relative to solar orientation, tree stands and open farmland. The building is
the color of the drying crop of grains in the surrounding field.
Like any good home, it has a biographical quality. The owner’s talents and interests are obvious. Living
and working are seamlessly fused: gourmet cooking, winemaking, entertaining guests, painting and scholarly reading. Though used now as a retreat from the owner’s professional life in the nation’s capital, someday the farmhouse
will become his permanent home. As time goes on, terraces and plantings will extend into the nearby landscape,
while the 50-acre working farm will be maintained.
In early conversations with architect
Tina Govan, the owner was emphatic
about capturing the qualities of the thick
stone walls of French farmhouses he had
seen during his travels. He was especially
fond of the comforting feeling such thick
walls imparted to the spaces and the stable
presence of the buildings on their
landscapes.
The owner and architect first discussed
rammed earth construction, in which soils
are densely compacted into temporary
formwork, but were concerned that the
soils might not be suitable and that the
necessary construction skills might not be
locally available.
Govan suggested using autoclaved aerated concrete, or AAC, to make walls,
which would offer the desired robustness

This bush makes Christmas in July

NOT ALL HEIRLOOMS
ARE PRECIOUS
You’ve been entrusted to care for
the family heirloom. The trouble
is that you hate the thing. Maybe
it’s an uncomfortable chair, a useless knickknack or an afghan that
Great-Aunt Sally made. You can’t
get rid of it because the wrath of the
ancestors would rain down on you.
Share. Tell us in a few words about
the ridiculous heirloom in your family. Take a photo to display its ugly
glory. Send your stories and photos
to homeandgarden@newsobserver.
com with “Heirloom” in the subject
line. Or send them to Home & Garden
editor, The News & Observer, 215. S.
McDowell St., Raleigh, NC 27601.

BY CATHERINE BOLLINGER

M

CORRESPONDENT

y buttonbush (Cephalanthus
occidentalis) is blooming.
This moisture-loving native
shrub is finally happy after struggling
through
recent
summer droughts.
Buttonbush is easy
to spot this time of
Snippings
year along pond
Seeds from your diary
edges,
lakesides
and other wetland environments. Just
look for the white balls hanging like
Christmas ornaments on a glossyleafed, gangly shrub.

Tiny tubular white flowers are packed
into a round ball that dangles from
stems attached near the ends of branches. The stamens of the flowers are longer than the petals, giving the flower
globe a softer texture when viewed
closely.
The pretty white balls of flowers last
a long time. When swallowtail butterflies stop for a sip of nectar (another
name for the shrub is honey bells), the
display is even lovelier. Eventually, the
flowers are replaced by the fruiting
body — a cluster of nutlets. The wood
ducks that nest in my wetland every
spring find these seeds quite tasty.
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shrub is usually many-branched and
tends to spread and droop. It fits right
in dangling over a pond in a natural
area. Buttonbush drops its leaves in autumn without bothering to color them,
and it’s very slow to leaf out in the
spring. But this shrub will always be
welcome in my yard for its long-lasting
white flower globes in midsummer. After all, who can resist a bit of Christmas in July?

The ball-bearing buttonbush
needs a wet spot to thrive.
PHOTO BY THOMAS SCHEITLIN

You need a wet spot to keep this
shrub happy, and its habit is not demure. Growing from 6 to 12 feet, the
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architect
Tina Govan Architect, 513
Holden St., Raleigh NC
27604, 890-4124, tina@
tinagovan.com
consultant engineer
Tim Martin, Raleigh
General Contractor: Scott
Construction, Beaufort,
NC, 252-241-1613
AAC subcontractor
Kelly Finch, 252-714-8981
project location
Near Trenton, in Jones
County, about 120 miles
east of Raleigh
square footage
2,825 house, heated; 700,
attached barn
key attributes
Archetypal forms, uncomplicated materials, green
components

Broken China Farmhouse looks similar to other farm buildings that dot
the landscape in this rural area of North Carolina.

SEE FARMHOUSE, PAGE 4D

10

broken china
farm house

Catherine Bollinger of Pittsboro has
been gardening in the area for more
than 40 years. Look for her diary
entries every week or so.
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Within the exterior walls is infill of wood columns, beams, joists, floor planks and walls.

A wood trellis leads from the outside to the
shelter of the cool, thick-walled interior.

Guest
bedroom

Master
bedroom

Wooden boxes, rather than drywall, house the bedrooms and bath,
as ‘houses within a house.’

Studio

FARMHOUSE

AAC is basically a mineral
foam. A chunk of it would float
in a tub of water; it is about half
as dense as water. AAC differs
from normal concrete in several
important ways. It’s made of fine
sand,
not
crushed rock.
It is full of tiny
cellular voids
caused by adding aluminum
powder to the
concrete mix,
producing
countless tiny
Architect
hydrogen bubTina Govan
bles as the
concrete expands in volume. It is cured under pressure and steam, then is
cut into blocks and panels of
many sizes. AAC units manufactured with integral steel reinforcement span the window and
door openings in this house.
Thick walls presented a challenge to the architect as she
tried to visually link interior
spaces with the beautiful views
and useful daylight. Govan ex-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1D

and would provide excellent
technical performance. AAC is
very nearly the ideal material for
constructing a wall, especially
when “green” materials are a
priority.
This single material provides
structure, thermal mass and insulation. It is chemically inert
and is resistant to fire, termites,
mold and fungus. It gives off no
harmful gases. AAC is soft
enough to be altered using hand
tools and readily receives finishes, which it needs to protect it
from abrasion on the inside and
weather on the outside.
AAC was developed in the
1920s in Sweden and has been
used extensively in Europe. For
more than two decades it has
been manufactured in several locations in the southeastern United States. The units in this farmhouse were made near Atlanta.
Skills necessary to install and
finish AAC are not common but
are easily learned.

How about a

THE

Facelift?

OMPANY

(for your kitchen)

K ITCHEN
C

ploited the potential to sculpt
the soft AAC into shapes that
permit daylight to penetrate,
then finished it with layers of
gritty plaster. The resulting
shapes and textures are so simple that they don’t distract the
eye from views of the landscape.
Seeing the wall adjoining the
stair is like being in a tall art gallery, with perfect renderings of
earth, plants, horizon and sky
arranged on the wall.
Monolithic materials may
seem to have no discipline, no
rules to guide the designer’s
countless decisions about form.
In fact, AAC does have a discipline: the sizes of its modular
blocks should be respected; it
is laid like other masonry materials in courses, setting an
unseen rhythm to all dimensions . The wall is thicker on
the lower floor than on the upper floor, expressing the accumulated loads that it carries.
Kelly Finch, the AAC installer,
crafted this transition beautifully using hand tools to subtract unwanted portions of the
AAC blocks and some deftly
applied plaster to produce a
nice sine-curve.
The thickness of these AAC
walls also results in better thermal resistance, or R-value. These
walls have a “mass-enhanced” Rvalue equivalent to R 20 where
16 inches thick, and R 30 where

➤

PHOTOS BY TINA GOVAN

N
Second floor

Gravel patio
Barn

Office

Pantry
Kitchen

Dining/
living

Laundry
Library

First floor

24 inches thick. Unlike woodframe construction, AAC walls
have no framing members taking the place of insulation. AAC
walls are nearly airtight. All of
these features make the walls
outperform standard woodframed walls.
Radiant heating tubes are incorporated into the concrete
floor slab and air conditioning is
available, but neither is in much
demand. The owner reports that
actual energy costs have not exceeded $30 a month over the
course of a year. Several months
they were less than $10. More
than 15 percent of this house’s
square footage is invested in its

Entry

thick outer walls, but this investment will return benefits in comfort and energy efficiencies for
the long life of the building.
In contrast to the solid masonry outer walls, spaces within are lightly defined using
skeletal wood frames of highstrength paralam beams and
lumber, with crisp plywoodclad partitions and plank flooring upstairs. Not one piece of
gypsum board is in the whole
house. Textures are varied and
coexist nicely to amuse the eye
and hand. Even the doors and
shutters are custom-made in a
vernacular style.
This farmhouse uses simple,

common materials, honored
through their careful installation. For example, a column in
the living/dining area is a simple
4x4 wood post, but is placed on
an elevated concrete pedestal,
clad with pine using oversized
nails that become ornaments by
their arrangement in a zigzag
pattern. No trim is needed in
this house to apologize for lack
of basic skill.
This new farmhouse combines
the local and the global, the immediate and the eternal.
Patrick Rand is a professor in
the School of Architecture at the
College of Design at N.C. State
University.

REMODEL YOUR KITCHEN
THE KITCHEN COMPANY WILL DESIGN, REMODEL

New or reused, materials must meet needs

AND INSTALL YOUR NEW KITCHEN.

Call (919) 465-9111 for a FREE estimate!
www.nckitchens.com
custom cabinetry • granite • hardwoods • tile • lighting

BY K IM COOK
FOR THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Plantation Shutters & Blinds
20 % O

6 or m FF
Shutteror*e
s
Exp. 7/

31/08

Professional Service
Satisfaction Guaranteed

ZP523211001

• Highest Quality
• Free Consultation
• Fast Delivery
www.theblindandshutterpros.com

Raleigh 919-361-8888

MADE IN USA

NEW YORK
decade of technological
leaps mean today’s designers have in their hands a
virtually bottomless toy box of
new materials and methods.
Take the award-winning installation “Lightshowers” put on
by DuPont Corian at this year’s
International
Contemporary
Furniture Fair. Egglike polished
rocks and smooth slabs of Corian were underlit, with nature
sounds generated from a hypersonic speaker; when a person
crossed the sound wave’s path, it
essentially “woke” the sound.
Or look at Vetrazzo, a Richmond, Calif., countertop maker

A

that turns a good portion of the
state’s recyclables — old traffic
lights, curbside trash, windows,
even dishware factory rejects —
into chic countertops.
The technology boom echoes
the icons of early 20th century
Modernism — Breuer, Le Corbusier, van der Rohe, Gray, the
Eames and others. They eagerly
adapted machine-age materials
such as tubular steel and molded
plywood into furniture that was
new, daring and still accessible.
Now advances are not just industrial — they’re green. Ecofriendly paints and adhesives,
water-driven machinery, precision lasers, even organic powder
coatings for steel are all relatively new technologies borne of the
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industry’s desire to balance style
and stewardship.
With computers, designs are
generated, presented and communicated digitally for what the industry calls “rapid prototyping
and manufacturing.” What it
means is that software helps the
designer draw, say, a chair, then it
creates a 3D prototype in a few
hours, which can then be produced with minimal waste in a variety of customizations, a process
that used to take months.
Emmanuel Plat, president of
ConranUSA, is excited about
the technology used by a Swedish design firm called Front.
“An artist uses a special pen to
sketch her design in the air — she
can’t even see what she’s drawing,” he said. “A motion capture
camera records her strokes, then
the image is prototyped — the
process is really remarkable.”
But does the “wow factor”
translate into useful furniture?

Max Shangle, chairman of the
furniture design program at
Kendall College of Art and Design in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
says products made with revolutionary technology must still
resonate with the consumer.
“Using a radical new material
isn’t enough.”
In his book, “The Design of
Everyday Things,” Donald Norman chides those who put artistry or gadgetry before good design. “Well designed objects are
easy to understand,” he writes.
For that, consider the LED
lights that now may line the perimeter of a sofa, a room, even a
swimming pool. On the creative
horizon, Don Goeman, executive vice president of Research,
Design and Development at Herman Miller, sees organic LEDs,
as well as programmable lighting scenes, “and smart surfaces
that are changeable and
customizable.”

Man Mur
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F e a t u r i n g

Buy three
pair of
socks get
one free.

Laminate Flooring from 78¢ per sq. ft.
2011 Raleigh Blvd • Raleigh, NC
919-828-4449

CUSTOM
SHUTTERS

July 26th - August 2nd

JUST RUGS
8601 Glenwood Ave., Raleigh

(across from Carmax next to Fred’s Beds)

863-0170 • JustRugsStore.com • Open Tues.-Sat. 10-6, Sun. 1-5

We carry
Thorlo, smartwool,
and wigwam
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NOW!
467-1887

Expert Shoe Repair
Expert Birkenstock Repair

2704 Hillsborough St. • 832-7330
(across from NCSU)
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Made in USA

ON SALE

www.hunterdouglasblindsofcary.com
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